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Mould T1

Mould B5

Cast 3 Times

Cast 4 Times

Shingle Roof
Cast 1 time.

The Left hand wall
Take these casts and make the left hand wall,

The Right Hand Wall
Take these casts and glue together to make the Right hand wall.

The Rear Wall.
Take these casts and make the rear wall . Be careful not to glue internal strengthening pieces
across the centre of the centre cast, So that internal wall can be glued here.

Front Wall.
Take these casts and make the Front wall.

When all walls are dry, take the Front wall and turn over so that the inside is up.
Take three casts T2-87 and glue them level with the top across the centre cast
and the two doors, also glue some odd broken casts over the other joints .

When dry turn the wall over and mark a line on each door 13mm up from the bottom edge.
Then remove the top section of the door. ( See Top Tip)

Top Tip
VERY CAREFULLY,
Use a Dremel or similar
and drill a ring of small
holes around the inner
part of the door as close
to each other as possible.
Try to connect each hole
until the section is
removed, then carefully
file the edges smooth.

Take two casts T2-83 and cut as shown.

Cut
Cut
13mm

Cut

Cut

These pieces need to be glued to the front wall either
side of the door openings with the pattern side showing
as per the picture.

Take the left hand wall and glue to the back wall. Use a corner piece at the top edge to ensure
the walls are square. As per the picture.

Take the right hand wall and glue to the front wall. Use a corner piece at the top edge to ensure
the walls are square.

When dry glue the two sections together, to make the building.

Use these casts to make the interal wall.

Glue the two pairs as shown.
When dry glue the pairs,
back to back so that the pattern
will show when viewed through
either door.
When dry cut off the fingers
on both ends and sand to fit
between front and back walls
in the centre of the building.

Cut 2 pieces from the roof sheet,
50mm x 153mm.

Glue these to the front roof of the Stable.

And the rear.

Finaly using cast T2-86
the triangle pieces glue
along the ridge line to
complete the roof.

All that remains to do is painting to the colours of your choice.
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